DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
Departmental Additions to
Section 632.4 of the CSUN Administrative Manual
Personnel Criteria, Policies, and Procedures
Concerning
Contributions to the Field of Study

1. The Department of Philosophy considers as publication all and only items included in the
University’s definition of publication and clearly documented to have received final editorial
acceptance for publication.
2. The Department of Philosophy does not recognize equivalencies to publication.
3. The Department of Philosophy recognizes various types of contribution to the field of study
that are not covered by the University’s definition of publication. These include:
(1) oral presentation of written original academic research in a professionally recognized
forum outside the Department;
(2) oral presentation of written commentary on academic research in a professionally
recognized forum outside the Department;
(3) editing of an academic journal or anthology;
(4) refereeing for an academic journal or publisher;
(5) organizing an academic conference or meeting;
(6) serving as an officer of a professionally recognized academic body; e.g., the
American Philosophical Association;
and
(7) founding a new professional association.
These activities should be placed in the category of contributions to the field of study, but not
in the sub-category of publication. Such contributions should be given full appropriate
consideration in personnel evaluations.
4. In personnel evaluation procedures, a faculty member’s total publication record, along with
other contributions to the field of study, should be considered. A faculty member being
considered for tenure or promotion shall provide clear evidence of publication and other
contributions to the field that demonstrates continued growth as a recognized scholar and
contributor to the field of study since appointment at this institution, or since last promotion.
5. In evaluating publications and other contributions to the field of study, the Department of
Philosophy considers the quality of the contributions and their likely impact on the discipline
to be of primary importance, overriding quantitative considerations.
6. The Department of Philosophy makes distinctions of relative weight among contributions to
the field of study. In general, all else being equal:
(1) Published work is weightier than other contributions to the field.

(2) Original research is weightier than critical discussion, commentary, review, and
overview.
(3) Longer, sustained work is weightier than shorter, curtailed work: e.g., a book of
normal length is weightier than a journal article of normal length.
(4) The weight of an item is proportional to the professional reputation of the forum in
which it appears and its selection agent.

